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Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where it comes from, and offers practical tips and techniques to build on your skills, challenge your fears, and channel your energy into a more effective you. 

Discover how to  

	Recognise your strengths
	See things from a brighter perspective
	Say ′No′ with confidence
	Build confidence in others
	Raise confident children


About the Author
   
Kate Burton is an independent executive coach, author, and trainer who enables individuals and organisations to focus their energy with confidence. She is co–author of the best selling Neuro–linguistic Programming For Dummies with Romilla Ready. Her business career began in corporate advertising and marketing with Hewlett–Packard. Since then she has worked with varied businesses across industries and cultures on how they can be great and confident communicators. What she loves most is delivering custom–built coaching and training programmes. She thrives on supporting people in boosting their motivation, self–awareness, and confidence. Her belief is that people all have unique talents, abilities, and core values. The skill is about honouring them to the full.
  Brinley Platts is a leading executive coach, researcher, and consultant to FTSE 100 companies. He is one of the UK’s leading authorities on CIO and IT executive careers and works with international companies on the integration of senior executive life and career goals. He is a behavioural scientist by training, and his passion is to enable large organisations to become places where ordinary decent people can grow and express their talents freely to the benefit of all stakeholders. He is a co–founder of the Bring YourSELF To Work campaign, which aims to release the pent–up talent and passion of today’s global workforce to create the better world we all desire and want our children to inherit. 
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The Definitive Guide to Pylons (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2008
Pylons is written in the Python language and is designed to run on any platform that supports a modern version of Python. It can therefore be used on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, BSD, and many other platforms. Because Python is an interpreted language, Pylons applications you write for one platform will be able to run on other platforms without any...
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The Definitive Guide to SOA: BEA AquaLogic Service BusApress, 2007
The Definitive Guide to SOA: BEA AquaLogic Service Bus targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development, but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service-oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA AquaLogic Service Bus...
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Head Rush AjaxO'Reilly, 2006
Sick of creating web sites that reload every time a user moves the mouse? Tired of servers that wait around to respond to users' requests for movie tickets? It sounds like you need a little (or maybe a lot of) Ajax in your life. Asynchronous programming lets you turn your own websites into smooth, slick, responsive applications that make your users...
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Mastering Digital 2D and 3D ArtCourse Technology PTR, 2004
The very first artist probably used a stick to create the first drawing. Although sticks are great tools for many purposes, they are somewhat limited in their versatility as an art tool. From that early time until today, artists have searched to find better tools and media to create their art. This search has taken artists through cave paintings,...
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The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and When to Stick)Portfolio Hardcover, 2007

	A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestseller 


	In this iconic bestseller, popular business blogger and bestselling author Seth Godin proves that winners are really just the best quitters. Godin shows that winners quit fast, quit often, and quit without guilt—until they commit...
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Optimizing Stormwater Treatment Practices: A Handbook of Assessment and MaintenanceSpringer, 2013

	Optimizing Stormwater Treatment Practices: A Handbook of Assessment and Maintenance provides the information necessary for developing and operating an effective maintenance program for stormwater treatment. The book offers instructions on how to measure the level of performance of stormwater treatment practices directly and bases...
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